In a world where we speak of billions and even trillions; gigabytes, terabytes, petabytes, exabytes and who-knows-what-else
bytes, of what value is a thousand? In truth, a thousand is a monumental number. If ten is the number that represents perfection
in Kabbalah, and a hundred is ten times ten-which implies perfection even insofar as the details are concerned-then a thousand
represents phenomenal perfection. And indeed, the word for thousand in Hebrew-Elef-rearranged spells Peleh, which means
wonder or phenomenal.
However, the same consonants of the word Elef can also be read Alef, the first letter of the alphabet and is also the number
one.
When discussing the similarity and difference between the two words Golah (exile) and Geulah (redemption), the Rebbe
frequently pointed out that they both share the same four letters. The sole difference is that Geulah also has the letter Alef
inserted into the word Golah. This, the Rebbe explained, suggests that redemption does not negate exile; it simply inserts an Alef
into it.
What does "inserting an Alef into Golah" entail?
The Rebbe proceeded to explain that there are actually three dimensions of the Alef in Geulah. First, Alef is related to the
word "Aluf-master", as well as the number one. It denotes that G-d is the sole Master of the universe. When we realize G-d's
overarching role in our lives we are, in effect, transferring ourselves from Golah to Geulah.
The second dimension relates to another meaning of the word Alef: learning. After one successfully sees the proverbial "Gd's hand in creation" one graduates to the next level where we are even exposed to G-d's wisdom. Geulah thus is when we not
only become aware of G-d's existence but we can even have some measure of understanding G-d's involvement in our lives.
When that occurs we are transforming Golah into a more sophisticated level of Geulah.
The third dimension is the level of Peleh/wonder. When the letters of the word Alef are rearranged it forms the word Peleh.
Moshiach will not only reveal the underlying Divine wisdom in creation, he will also expose us to the dimension of Divine
wonders-aspects of G-dly light that transcend even His intellect. Moshiach will reveal to us the most hidden aspects of G-d's
Torah.
Elef, one thousand, also contains these three elements. But here the emphasis is on the third and highest level-Pele: the
phenomenal and miraculous dimension of the final Redemption.
It is therefore fitting for us to devote our thousandth issue to the theme of wonders and miracles that epitomize the highest
dimension of Redemption. This is consistent with the Rebbe's directive that in this present period-when we stand on the
threshold of the final Geulah-that we emphasize the unprecedented wonders of G-d to which we are witness in the present era.
This emphasis is one of the ways we prepare ourselves for the time of which the prophet declared: "As in the days from your
departure from Egypt, I will show them wonders." May this thousandth issue (Elef-Peleh) constitute the final push for the days
of wonders, the Geulah Sheleimah through Moshiach, Now!

Dear Editor, I wish you and the
Director, Rabbi Joseph Gutnick and all
readers, "g'day" and "Good now!"
Lamplighter has been part of my week
for years. Thank you.
Best wishes from Dr J. B. M.
Melbourne, VIC
Dear Lamplighter,
I wish to state that in my life the
Lamplighter is more than a
“Lamplighter". I am 91 years old in
Jewish care, well looked after.
I immensely enjoy every page weekly,
and especially the last page. I look
forward to the 'It happened once'. All
the Jewish information one gets in
Lamplighter is priceless and the
Lamplighter is free! Some people light
Shabbos candles according to the
times given, even in Darwin, well
done… You got my idea how much
Judaism you introduce on the pages
published by the Lamplighter. Blessed
are the writers!
Shalom and greetings:
Avrohom M. Gluck
Melbourne, VIC

LAMPLIGHTER FACTS
The Lamplighter is a Jewish weekly
publication which began over 20 years
ago. Millions of copies of Lamplighter
have been printed! Countless more people
receive the Lamplighter via cyberspace.
The Lamplighter is sent to all states in
Australia and beyond.

Thank you for your publication.
Every Shabbos after I light the
candles, my boys go off to Shule and I
collapse in bed for a well-deserved rest
with my Lamplighter.
It changes my mood from a stressful
mundane getting ready for Shabbos to
a tranquil spiritual Shabbos Menucha
(rest). I especially love the stories contemporary, as well as "It Happened
Once". KolHakavod to all who spend
tireless hours putting together this
humble but insightful publication.
YasherKoach and may you go from
strength to strength.
Debbie Berkowicz
Bondi Junction, NSW

Dear Lamplighter Editors,
I have subscribed to Lamplighter since
the first issue. I kept all the issues from
no. 1 onward, however when I checked
a few years ago a few were missing. As
I have made use of some of the
Lamplighter stories to illustrate
something in my classes it isquite
possible that the missing issues are
somewhere in my voluminous files
accumulated over the past 17 years of
teaching. I read everything although in
recent years I have sometimes skipped
certain parts. Nevertheless I always
read the stories in "Slice of Life" and "It
happened once" as I find these the
most inspiring… You and the previous
editors can be proud of having
managed to put together a useful and
inspiring newsletter for almost 20
years. May Hashem bless you in all
your endeavours and may you be able
to continue to provide this weekly
Lamplighter until Moshiach is revealed.
May that be today!!
Kind Regards
Gershon Goldsteen
Launceston, Tasmania

To all staff at Lamplighter, thank you so
much for your publication, it's all
amazing, but what I enjoy especially is
the letter from the Rebbe, the lessons
that I learned will be with me forever!
Thanks so much
R.B., Darwin, NT
Shalom,
Thank you for sending me the
Lamplighter. It has been a very
important part of my week, and extends
my knowledge in my faith.
Shalom,
M. Mann, Corio, VIC
Where does one begin...?
Our family moved to Melbourne just
over a year and a half ago. The first
Shabbos my husband attended Shule
he came home with a very special
surprise. Since then the Lamplighter
finds its way into our home every week
with my husband as he returns from
Shule. We read it at our Shabbos table
and talk about it, every member of our
family takes turns reading it during the
week even our six year old daughter.
Then on Erev Shabbos I put it into a
folder and put them back onto the
bookcase. We have kept every
Lamplighter since. It is a delight to see
our children take the folder from the
bookcase and read through earlier
editions. May our family tell you of the
immense joy and learning we receive
from the Lamplighter every week, I
don't think we could put it any better
than the last edition on 12 Av,
Va'etchanan did, "Making Judaism
Relevant". Everything in the
Lamplighter is relevant. Thank you so
much for all your work and dedication
in bringing the Lamplighter into our
daily lives.
Y. Woolf, Melbourne, VIC

Joseph Gutnick on reaching this
milestone. Thank you for your weekly
email with the Lamplighter, every
Thursday I await this email and as soon
as it reaches my inbox, it gets printed…
thank you for bringing Judaism into my
home and giving me so much priceless
knowledge!
All the best
Tim G., Brisbane, QLD
My dear Lamplighter friends,
First of all I would like to thank you all for
the Lamplighter which I'm receiving for
many years. I'm happy when I receive it,
and love to read it, I feel good with it and
lonely without it. It makes me feel proud
of who I am as a Jew. I want to thank the
Lubavitcher Rebbe and all his followers
who all the work they do for G-D and his
dear people around the world, and for
making this publication.
Many blessings,
Leah Sinai,
Adelaide, S.A.
Through a wonderful connection made
through our synagogue I was introduced
to The Lamplighter publication which
provided me with much needed
information to help me continue on the
path of learning and provide me with the
teaching materials for my young family
allowing me to continue the role my
mother (Hashem rest her soul) had
begun. We now use the The Lamplighter
publication to initiate discussions around
our Shabbos table each Friday night. It
helps deliver up to date issues, offers
practical insights and is relevant to our
daily Jewish life. Our Shabbos meals are
a festive occasion and by discussing and
learning about Judaism my family and I
are given the continued spiritual
connection with our faith. B"H
Beth
Douglas Park NSW

Dear Nochum,
I look forward each week to my
Lamplighter! Thank you,
Brian Dellaca
Albany WA

Congratulations to Lamplighter & Rabbi
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We live in Hobart, Tasmania and for
many years our Lamplighter would reach
us on the Monday after the Shabbos of
that issue. Then one week it arrived
before Shabbos! I was so excited to
have our copy before Shabbos that I
immediately wrote to thank the editors.
From then on our Lamplighter has been
arriving in time for Shabbos - and now
even on a Thursday prior to Shabbos,
since Nochum, Yisroel and Moshe heard
our story firsthand on their overnight stay
at our place.I like to stretch our
Lamplighter over the entire Shabbos,
reading some of the features at each
Shabbos meal with our guests. On
Shabbos morning I read the Letter by
The Rebbe with a warm drink and
towards ShalosSeudeh time, in the quiet
of a Hobart Shabbos afternoon - with a
slice of cake [home baked as there are
no kosher bakeries here] I relax with "It
Happened Once."
Thank you Lamplighter for being a friend
who gives encouragement and Chizuk
[we are the only Shomer Shabbos
couple in Hobart] and for sharing
Shabbos with us on this island which is
the 'Tachtonim of the Tachtonim'. May
you go from Chayil el Chayil.
Pnina and David Clark.
Hobart, Tasmania
Compliments to Rabbi Joseph Gutnick
and staff of Lamplighter presenting an
insight into the past, present and future,
a history of yesterday, activities of today,
a key to the future.
Osher ben Yitzhak &Rifka
Melbourne, VIC
Thank you Lamplighter for lighting my
Lamp! Long overdue, I wish I had
thanked you long ago.
Naomi L., Melbourne, VIC

